BLACKBOURNE & WESLEY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
The Blackbourne, Elmswell IP30 9UH

Report to EPC on a Committee Meeting held on 18th February 2019

The Committee welcomed the news that the Wesley Planning Application has been registered
and that Building Regulations and Structural and Mechanical Engineer services are undergoing
due process. Once Planning Permission is secured, comment will be invited through
consultation with the community towards supporting applications for funding to augment the
funds already in place through BWMA surplus, Amenities Association, Fox Bowls Club and
other grants together with money from the Government’s Community Infrastructure Levy
which all new housing now yields. The process of taking the project forward will entail
advertising for expressions of interest from construction firms and, subsequently, an
Architect / Q.S. -driven tender process.
With regard to the storage and accommodation problems during the Wesley build period, it is
to be suggested to EPC that they purchase a lorry body to house various infrequently used
equipment and that this might be retained pending the proposed extension of storage for the
Chamberlayne Hall, a project currently on hold pending completion of Wesley.
The Chairman expressed appreciation of the co-operation currently being demonstrated across
the board by user groups making adjustments and concessions as required in the co-ordination
of letting spaces during the Wesley build-out, identifying as an example the recent very
welcome Beavers / WI adjustments in light of a long-standing external letting commitment.
Other adjustments will mean that certain equipment, for example, crockery, will have to be
communal and not be duplicated by each user group. Some current practices and the mindset
of hirers may have to change to adapt to the new conditions, for example, identifying and
honouring realistic setting up/finishing times.
Currently all hirers, except for the Tuesday Zumba classes, can be accommodated at the
Blackbourne for the 8-months when the Wesley is re-developed.
The Jubilee Hall roof repair is closer now that the Insurance Company has chosen a contractor
to do the work, but it may interrupt football for a couple of weeks when scaffolding could
possibly encroach upon the full-sized pitch playing area.
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The extension of the Blackbourne CCTV facility is likely to remain on a back-burner until the
Wesley finance framework is in place, but the ceiling-mounted projector / screen proposals
will be funded from Cllr Jayne Storey’s promised £4,225.00 donation from her Locality Budget.
Football user-groups remain problematic, although EYFC seems to have given up any attempt
to use the full-sized Blackbourne pitch. EFC have agreed to pay for a one-off clean-up following
a very messy session and to pay for subsequent wet-vac floor cleaning when necessary.
As requested by the Police, it has been possible to lock the Blackbourne Car Park on 3
occasions recently.
The new entrance sign is in place which will, hopefully, persuade dog owners to act more
responsibly. All banners are now removed.
Treasurer, Mr Brooks, declared an income to date of £45,179 for the Blackbourne and £7,322
for the Wesley and said that we had transferred £11K to the EPC in regular payments and £60K
as a lump sum which was era-marked for the Wesley project. We are on track for a total annual
income of £61,964 comprising £52,590 from the Blackbourne and £8,594 from Wesley. The
committee endorsed his proposal to increase the monthly transfers to the EPC to £1.5K from
the start of the new financial year.
Bookings remain very healthy and growing consistently requiring careful management. The
new Circle Dancing group has started well with 20+ regularly attending.
Recent maintenance issues have included the need for yet another replacement heater at
Wesley and water damage to the timber flooring in the Chamberlayne vestibule which is in
hand.
Other issues covered included the noting by the Chairman at a recent CAS Village Halls
information event of the effectiveness of a constant hot water unit in the kitchen of the host
venue removing the need for kettles and urns and the offer from the Keeper’s Daughter Teatre
Group of a Christmas production should any user-group wish to help organise it as a
community event.
Peter Edmonds
Secretary

